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The emission spectrum and the spontaneous- decay probability are calculated for a system of two two
level atoms, one of which is excited at the initial instant of time. The energy levels of the excited 
states of the atoms are assumed to be close, and the distance between the atoms is assumed fixed. 
Account is taken of the electromagnetic interaction of the atoms. The coherent effects in the radia
tion are analyzed. It is shown, in particular, that unlike the case of like atoms, no metastable states 
are produced in a system of unlike atoms, and all the states decay rapidly. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

AS is well known, the presence of like oscillators 
close to an excited oscillator leads to a coherent effect 
in spontaneous emission[l-6 J. This effect was first des
cribed by Dickelll, who considered the interaction of 
identical two-level molecules occupying a small volume 
compared with the radiation wavelength. He has shown 
that the interaction of the oscillators via the radiation 
field causes the molecules to behave like a single quan
tum-mechanical system. The coherence of the individual 
oscillators can lead both to intensification of the radia
tion (superradiant states) and to the suppression of the 
radiation (metastable states). The Dicke problem was 
considered later in different variants and by different 
methods (see, for example, l2- 4 J). The emission from 
two identical two-level atoms at a definite distance from 
each other was considered ints-6 J. Unlike the formula
tion in the Dicke problem, the Coulomb interaction of 
the atom was taken into account intsJ. 

In the present paper we determine the characteristics 
of the spontaneous decay in a system of two atoms that 
are not identical, although they have close excited- state 
levels. We consider in detail coherent effects in strong 
Coulomb interaction between atoms (at small distances 
between atoms). 

2. CALCULATION CONDITIONS AND RESULTS 

We consider the interaction of two two-level atoms 
A and B with close (or identical) excitation levels flw1A 
and 1'1 w 1B. We assume that the atoms are at a distance 
R from each other; this distance is comparable with the 
wavelength of the resonant radiation c/w 1A· We take into 
account the interaction of the atoms via the electromag
netic field, without neglecting retardation effects. To 
simplify the problem, we assume that the wave func
tions of the atoms do not overlap. In the emission and 
motion of the atoms, we shall likewise disregard the 
recoil energy. In principle, these phenomena can be 
taken into account in the final results by introducing 
corresponding shifts and broadenings of the levels of 
the individual atoms. As the initial condition we assume 
that the atom A is excited at the instant t = 0. 

The state of the system can be described in general 
form by a wave function in the Schrodinger representa
tion: 

'I' (t) = b,A (t) 'I'u + b,n (t) 'I'1n + .E b,. ( t) '¥,., 

"" 
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where b are the coefficients of the expansion, which in
clude exponential time-dependent factors, and the sym
bols designating the coefficients in the wave functions 
mean that the atom A or B is excited, or that a quantum 
with wave vector q and polarization ll is present in the 
field. For simplicity we disregard states with large 
numbers of virtual quanta, since they can only lead to 
insignificant corrections to the level shifts and to the 
decay constants. 

The Hamiltonian of the interaction of the system is 
written in the form 

,;m,.,=H+ V, 

where H describes the interaction with the transverse 
field, and the operator V is determined by the electro
static interaction (Coulomb gauge). In the nonrelativistic 
approximation without allowance for the two- quantum 
transitions we have 

H =- "\'l_e_A(rA,)PA<- "\'l_e_A(rn;)PB; 
,t....mc ,t.... me 
' ' 

where the standard notation is used: e is the electron 
charge, m the electron mass, ri are the radius vectors 
of the electrons in the atoms, and Pi are the momentum 
operators. The vector potential of the field in the vol
ume n is 

~ ( 2:rcnc )'h A(I'} = -- e (a e'•' -La +e-''') Q q~qjl lq).l' 

•• q 

where eqiJ. is the polarization vector, and aqiJ. and aqiJ. 
are the annihilation and creation operators of the photon 
q, IJ.. 

The SchrOdinger equation for the system, with allow
ance for the single-quantum transitions, leads to the 
system 

i6,A = w,Ab,A + VAnll-'b,n- i _L,P A(qf.t) b,, (1) .. 
i6,. = w,.b,. + VBAn-'b,A- i .L, P. (qf.t) b,., (2) .. 
io,.= w,.b,. + iPA'(qf.t)b!A + iP;(qf.t)b,.. (3) 

Here V AB = (A1B/V/AB1) and respectively VBA 
= (AB1/V/A1B) are the matrix elements of the Coulomb
interaction operator without the time-dependent factor; 
these elements connect the states A1B and AB,; 

-iliPA(qf.t)= --.!!...( 2:rcn )''' "\'1 pA,e,.e'•' 
m cqQ ~ 
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is the matrix element of the interaction of the atom A 
with the transverse field. 

We seek the solution of the system (1)-(3) in the 
form 

b1A = exp {-i(ro,A + ro,.) t /2} (Ce-'"' + De-•~''), ( 4) 

( 5) 

assuming the amplitudes C, D, and E and the frequen
cies wand w' to be the unknowns. Using (4) and (5), we 
get from (3) 

-ib,.. =CPA' (q!!)/( w, ro,) e-~•,+•)' + DP A' (q!l) f(ro', m,) e-'(•,+•'1' (3') 
+ EP.'(q!l)/(ro, ro,)e-'(•,+•1'- EP.'(qf!)/(ro', ro,)e-~•,+-'1', 

where 

ro, = (w,A + Wta) /2, 
f(w, ro,) = {1- exp [i(ro, + ro- ro,)t]} / (ro, + w- ro,). 

We shall assume that the damping of the system is rela
tively small: lw' I « w1 , lw I « w1 • We confine our
selves also to the case of close resonant frequencies, 
IW 1A- W1BI << W1 and not too small time intervals w1t 
>> 1. When these conditions are satisfied, we can use 
the well-known relation 

/(ro, ro,) = P(w,- ro,) _,- inll(ro,- w,) = f,(m,). 
·~00 

The expression obtained for bqJ..L makes it possible to 
transform (1) and (2) as follows: 

C(-~w, + w + iyA)e-'"' + D(-~w. + w' + iyA)e-'"'' (1') 
= U Aali-'E ( e-••• - e-'•''), 

E(~ro, + w + iy8 )e-'"'- E(~w, + w' + iy.)e-'•'' (2') 
= u.Aii-'(Ce-'"' + De-'•''). 

Here we have introduced for the brevity the notation 

WtA - (l)iB = 2t:\filt, 

- iyA = L/ A(q!!)P' A(q!l)f, (w,), - iy. = L/•(q!!)P'.(q~-t)f, (ro,) 

'" (6) 
ij AB = L,nP A(q~-t)Pa' (q~-t)f,(m,) + V AB, 

'" 
(7) 

'" 
Using the asymptotic expression for f1(w 1) and carry

ing out the corresponding summation in (6), we can 
readily verify that 2Re y A and 2Re YB represent the 
natural level widths of the respective individual atoms, 
while 2Im y A and 21m YB are small radiative shifts of 

these levelsl7 J, which will henceforth be assumed equal 
to zero. 

The calculations connected with the summation in ex
pressions (7) are somewhat more cumbersome. We 
note, however, that UAB and UBA constitute matrix ele
ments of the retarded interaction of two atoms, corre
sponding to the exchange of a photon between them. 
According tolaJ, we can write in a nonrelativistic ap
proximation 

UA.(w,, R) = (A,B I e' ~ exp{iw,jrA,- r.,l c-'} (1- P:•~•;) I AB,). 
£...1 jrAi-rBJI· me 

ij (8) 
If both atoms have nonzero electric dipole moments 

then the matrix element U AB takes the form 

udd( ro., R) = q'e''" {-1- [ (RdA) (Rd.) -dAd.] 
qR R' 

+ (-1- + _1 \ [ d d _ 3 (RdA) (Rd.) ] } 
iq'R' q'R'1 A B R' . 

If qR « 1, then 

(9) 

The interaction of two atoms, one of which has an 
allowed transition and the other (for example the atom 
A) has a nonzero electric quadrupole moment 

Q.~ = (A,/- L,e(x,.x,~- r(/3) /A), 
i 

i.e., the dipole- quadrupole interaction, is described by 
the matrix element 

U 1 R ~ { (Rd) 
o•(w,,R)='Te'' ,i..,JQ"~ R.R~~[i5(1-iqR)-6q'R'+iq'R'] 

·~ 

R~d. +R.d~ } 
- ZR' [6(1-iqR)-3q'R'+iq'R'] , (10) 

Re Uod = ~ Q.~(~R.R~ Rd - 3 R~d~; d~. ) = Vo•. 
qR~O ,l..,J 2 R' 2 

"' Im U0d = 0. (10') 

From the structure of expressions (8)-(10) it follows 
that UAB =DBA (d and QCl/3 are real quantities). 

After determining (6) and (7), the solution of the sys
tem (1 '), (2'), entails no difficulty. Equating the coeffi
cients of like exponents and using the initial conditions 
C + D = 1, we obtain a system of algebraic equations, 
which leads to the solution 

2iw ='\'A+ '\'n- ~. 2iw' ='\'.-+'\'a+~' E = U AB /li~, 

2C = 1- ('\>A+ iw,A -y~- iro,.) I~. 

2D = 1 +('\'A+ iw,A-'\'B- iWta) /~; 

~2 = (yA + iW!A- '\'a- iWts) 2 - 4U A/fi-'. 

The form of the functions (4) and (5) enables us to 
draw certain general conclusions concerning the behav
ior of the system of atoms in time. The probability of 
radiation dragging by the system can be defined as 

I b,A I'+ I b,n I'= cxp {-('\'A+ '\'s)t}{ (I Cl' + lEI') exp {Re~t} 
+ ( IDI' + IE I') cxp {-Re~t} + 2[Re(CD•) - IE!'] cos Im~t 

-2Im(CD.)sinlm~t. (12) 

Thus, the real part of {3 determines, in addition to y A 
and y B• also the damping of the system, while the 
imaginary part determines the frequency of the oscilla
tions and the excitations between the atoms, and together 
with it also the frequency of the oscillations of the exci
ted state of the entire system. Accordingly, besides the 
exponential decrease of the radiation intensity, one 
should observe, generally speaking, radiation beats 
analogous to those observed in coherent radiation with 
close energy levels( 91 • Characteristically, the radiation 
beats vanish in the case of identical atoms. 

The coherent effects significantly alter the spectrum 
of the spontaneous emission. The radiation line shape 
can easily be obtained from (3') by summing over the 
polarizations and averaging over the angles 
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~ I b,.l' = 2~qc { ICI'VA- 2 Re(CE*) Im UAnli-' + IEI'V• 
l...i. " (ilw)' + r'l4 
•'• 

where 

ID I'VA + 2 Re(DE*)lm UAnli-: + IEI'V• 
+ (ilw')' + f"/4 

CD*vA -(ED*- E*C)Im UAnli-'-IEI'V• 
+2Re--~~~--~~~~-=~--~~ 

(ilw- if/2) (ilw' + if'/2) 

2dco = WtA + Wtn- 2w,- Im~, r ===VA+ Va- Re~, 

~w' = w,A + w,.- 2w, + Im~, f' =VA+ Va + Re~. 
We see that the radiation line shape becomes 

Lorentzian in the case of identical atoms, and also if 
the atoms do not interact. The latter occurs if the level 
difference w 1A- w 1B is large (see below), and also if 
the distance between atoms is large (qR >..> 1) so that the 
interaction vanishes ( U AB = 0), and therefore the gen
eral solution takes a simple form corresponding to 
independent behavior of the atoms: 

b,A = exp {-iw,At-vAt}, b,. = 0. 

Let us now examine the behavior of the system under 
certain concrete assumptions regarding its parameters. 

1) Interaction of atoms with non-overlapping levels 
at small distances ensuring a strong interaction of the 
atoms, W1A = W1B = w1, IRe UABI >-fl.(y A+ YB)· 

Using expansions (9') and (10'), we can easily show 
that the condition IRe U AB I > h( y A + y B) in the case of 
dipole-dipole interaction of the atoms is equivalent to 
the condition 

(qR)' < VAVa/ (VA+ Vn)', 

and in the case of quadrupole-dipole interaction is 
equivalent to the condition 

(qR)' < V•iVn, 

where YB is the constant of the allowed decay. From 
(9') and (10') it follows also that IRe UABI > Im UABI· 
If these inequalities are satisfied, the solution can be 
written in the form 

If the transitions become allowed for both atoms, then 
the damping constants of the different components at 
qR « 1 are equal to 

VA± 2I1m UAsl + V• ~ (V~ ± v!)'. 

and this can be interpreted as a result of interference 
between the radiations from the individual atoms. The 
coherence of the states of the atoms is the result of the 
interaction of the atoms via the electromagnetic field. 

If the multipolarities of the transitions in atoms A 
and B do not coincide, no interference of the radiation 
takes place. In particular, for the dipole-quadrupole 
interaction we have according to (10') Im UAB = 0. The 

qR-0 
entire system decays with a total constant y A + YB, re-

gardless of which of the atoms was initially excited. 
A similar situation also obtains if the difference be

tween the decay constants of the like allowed transitions 
is large, for in this case lim UABI ~ fr/y AYB 

qR-0 
« fl( y A + y B). The system then actually decays with the 
larger of the constants y A or YB, even if the weakly
decaying atom was initially excited. No metastable 
states are produced in this case. 

It follows from the obtained solution that the proba
bility of radiation dragging I b1AI 2 + I b1BI 2 oscillates 
with a very small amplitude(~ Im UAB/Re UAB), but 
the probabilities for the excited state for the individual 
atoms with strongly differing radiative- decay constants 
contain only the oscillating terms 

I b,A I'= exp {-(VA+ Va) t}cos'(Re U A at IIi), 

lb,al' = exp {-(vA+Vn)t} sin' (ReUAstlli). 

A direct electromagnetic interaction between the 
atoms leads to a periodic energy transfer from one 
atom to the other and back. The frequency of the os
cillations of the excitations is determined by the inter
action energy Re U AB> and the depth of the oscillations 
is maximal at w1A = w1B. This corresponds fully to 
interaction between a system with two states (levels) 
and a resonant perturbation ( seeuoJ ) . 

In the case of intense excitation exchange between 
the atoms, the system decays with the summary decay 
constant. This effect does not depend on the interference 
between the radiations from the atoms, an interference 
that depends, as already indicated, on Im UAB and 
vanishes in the case of transitions of different multi
polarity (when qR « 1). 

2) Interaction of identical atoms w1A = w1B = w1, 

YA=YB=y. 
The solution for the expansion coefficients takes a 

form analogous to the result obtained in£5 J: 

biA = exp {- (ico, + y)t}[exp {iUAat / li} + exp {-iUAnt IIi}], 

b .. = exp {-(iro, +v)t}[exp {iUAat I li}- exp {-iUA.t I li}]. 

When qR « 1, we can use the approximate relation (9'). 
The states of the system are either stable or decaying 
with twice the rate lb1AI 2 + lb1BI 2 = (e-4yt + 1)/2. 

There are no radiation oscillations. If IRe U AB I > y, 
oscillations of the excited state of each of the atoms 
set in: 

The amplitude of the oscillations at the initial instant 
of time is equal to unity, and the excitation is com
pletely transferred from one atom to the other and back 
at a frequency Re u Awfl. 

If we neglect the Coulomb interaction of the atoms, 
then Re DAB- 0 and the oscillations disappear, but the 
interference effect in the radiation still remains, owing 
to the interaction of the atoms via the transverse field. 
This is precisely the case corresponding to the condi
tions of the Dicke problem£4 J. We note incidentally that 
a similar formulation of the problem for unlike atoms 
(Re DAB= 0, Im UAB"' 0) leads to the presence of 
metastable states with a statistical weight 
Y~in/(y A+ YB) 2 , where Ymin is the smaller of the 
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two quantities y A and y B· Thus, neglect of Re U AB in 
the case of unlike atoms is not permissible, in view of 
the strong influence of the oscillations of the excitations 
on the radiation process. 

When qR > 1, the interaction of like atoms decrea
ses, and the stable states vanish with increasing dis
tance (seeLaJ ). 

3) Interaction of atoms with non-overlapping levels, 
lwlA- w1BI > (YA + YB)· 

The behavior of the system is determined in the gen
eral case by the solution (11)-(12). With increasing 
difference between the levels w1A and w 1B , the interfer
ence effect in the radiation decreases (Re {3 decreases). 
At the same time, the frequency of exchange of excita
tions between the atoms (which is determined by Im {3) 
increases. But the increase of the frequency of modula
tion of lb1AI 2 and lb1BI2 is accompanied by a decrease 
of the depth of modulation. It is easily seen, for exam
ple, that IE 12 decreases with increasing I {31 (these re
sults agree fully with the solution of the corresponding 
problem in the book of Landau and Lifshitzl10J), if the 
frequency of the external field is set equal to zero in its 
conditions). 

Under the condition fllw1A- w1BI ::?> IRe U ABI, we 
can show (using also the inequality flly A- YBI 
> lim UABI) that the approximate equality {3 ~ y A- YB 
+ i(w1A- w1B) holds. As expected, the atoms behave 
independently if the level difference is large. 

If hlw1A- w1BI < IRe UABI, then approximately 
{3 ~ 2iUAB, just as in the case of coinciding levels. 
Thus, the results obtained for overlapping levels remain 
valid also in the case of non-overlapping levels, provi
ded the level splitting due to the electromagnetic inter
action of the atoms exceeds the difference between the 
unperturbed levels of the atoms. 

3. DISCUSSION 

The calculation shows that coherent effects should 
appear in the spontaneous emission in a system of two
level atoms interacting via the electromagnetic field of 
the radiation even in the general case of unlike oscilla
tors. In the limiting case when the resonant frequencies 
and the radiation widths of the levels of the atoms be
come identical, the general solution takes a form coin
ciding with the results ofll,aJ, in which the condition that 
the properties of the atoms are identical was used. In 
accordance with the point of view advanced in LuJ , we can 
state that there is no fundamental difference between the 
behavior of identical and different atoms. The condition 
that the atoms be identical is not obligatory for coher
ence effects. 

A distinguishing feature of a system of unlike atoms 
is the absence of metastable states. Moreover, if the 
distance between the atoms is sufficiently small, then 
the decay of the entire system has a constant equal to 
the arithmetic mean of the radiative widths of the indi
vidual atoms. If at least one of the atoms has an 
allowed transition at a given frequency, then the entire 
system will decay with the probability of the allowed 
transition. This is due to the fact that at a small dis
tance the atoms exchange excitations intensively (the 
levels of the system as a whole are split in this case). 
For such virtual excitation-transfer processes it is not 

necessary to have strict resonance, i.e., overlap of the 
atomic levels. It suffices only to have the splitting of 
the levels exceed the difference between the atomic 
levels themselves. Thus, under certain conditions, non
resonant transfer of excitation (with subsequent emis
sion of an electromagnetic quantum) is possible without 
participation of phonons or excitons. 

A certain parallel can be drawn between our results 
and the data of Rautian and Sobel'manL12 J, who consid
ered the spontaneous decay from two levels in the pres
ence of a strong resonant field. The role of such an 
external field is played in our case by the interaction 
between the atoms, and the equality of the emission fre
quencies of the atoms leads to additional coherence 
effects. The joint motion of the atoms was disregarded 
in the calculations. It is possible, however, to use the 
results also in the case of moving atoms. If this motion 
does not lead to an essential change of R, the Doppler 
frequency shifts can be readily taken into account by 
introducing the corresponding frequency difference 
w 1A- w 1B with subsequent averaging of the result over 
the Doppler width. 

In principle it is possible to extend the results also 
to the case of decay of the atoms of the impurity centers 
in a solid, when the interaction with the phonon field 
leads to an appreciable broadening of the level com
pared with the radiative width and to a decrease of the 
lifetime T at the corresponding sublevels. If the coeffi
cients b1A and b1B pertain to such states, then the widths 
2y A and 2yB should be replaced by the corresponding 
values T~A and T~Ir This follows directly from the fact 
that y A and YB determine the lifetimes of the atoms 
interacting with the surrounding field. Since we are con
sidering here a purely electromagnetic interaction of 
the atoms, the expression for UAB remains unchanged. 
The presence of a dense medium should also be taken 
into account by introducing a corresponding dielectric 
constant (it is assumed that there are no absorption 
bands near the impurity levels under consideration). 

In the Forster- Dexter sensitized-luminescence 
theoryLlaJ, the process of resonant energy transfer 
between impurity centers is described in first order of 
perturbation theory, and only the Coulomb interaction 
(V AB) is taken into account. This approach is justified 
if the interaction of the atoms is relatively weak: 
Re U AB < ( T ~A + T ~~), and the interaction via the trans
verse field is smaller than the Coulomb interaction: 
lim UABI < IRe UABI, just as in the case of interaction 
between different multipoles. In the general case, how
ever, the interaction of the oscillators is determined by 
the matrix element U AB and has a more complicated 
character, owing to the possible coherence effects. 
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